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INTRODUCTION
METAL TRADE COMAX, a.s., (MTC) is engaged in continuous painting (as the only company in Europe),
it is also a producer of foundry alloys, aluminium and copper pre-alloys and as the only one in the
Czech Republic, it also provides supplies of liquid aluminium. It has 4 production plants and employs
670 people. They were looking for a complement to their existing SCADA system for their plants that
would better meet the requirements of modern production, help to optimize processes and thus
reduce costs.

ABOUT THE PROJECT
Currently, mySCADA is running in Kolín and Velvary and monitors operations on the painting, cutting
and packaging lines. The system connects about 20 machines and allows to collect, store and evaluate
production data. Individual screens relevant to each part of production can be displayed using a clear
menu.
Ex. The foreman can see and work with the entire system, quality control primarily uses real output
data and compares it with planned figures. Employees have been trained and can therefore use the
system to its full potential, e.g. they can export important data themselves or add notes for others.
As production information grew, the developers had to look for a new system that better matched
their requirements.
The flexibility and openness of the development environment became the most important criteria for
selecting a new system. The ability to continuously adapt the project and modify it according to the
needs that arose at the time proved to be the most important requirement for the new system.
Interconnectivity with the existing system was also absolutely crucial. Another plus point that
contributed significantly to the choice of mySCADA was the ability to connect an unlimited number of
users. This solved MTC's licensing problem.
An important selection criterion was the local technical support both by phone and email, which
contributed to the rapid development of the project and its easy integration into the existing system.
mySCADA allows the connection of a large number of static and mobile devices, which was not possible
in the original SCADA version. Moreover, connecting more devices does not mean more costs in the
case of mySCADA, which is, on the contrary, a classic "trick" of most SCADA manufacturers.
Ex. Previously, operational problems occurred mainly in the execution of orders: parameters were
written in the form of long text directly on the purchase contract, inaccuracies occurred, noncompliance with the yardage, late arrival of colours or wrong choice of colours, non-compliance with
the packaging code, all this led to errors and huge costs (high scrap rate).
It was because of these shortcomings that the company had to implement mySCADA software in
addition to the existing Genesis 32 (Iconics) system, which eliminated the errors of the past and added
many features that MTC uses extensively.
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PROJECT - VISUALIZATION
For this project, myPRO software was chosen as the ideal solution for such a large installation. Data is
read from various automated machines primarily from Simatic (Siemens), SQL databases, etc.
Currently the system reads data from about 20 machines and devices. In the case of an unexpected
event, an alarm appears on the screen and the line operator can start dealing with the event
immediately (without delays). At the same time, the system can also alert via SMS or email.
Ex. When changing the order (from old to new), it is necessary to change the roll. Before the
implementation of mySCADA it was not possible to control how long the exchange takes, and why it
started later. With the new control system, the delay can be easily quantified, the specific costs
associated with it can be documented for a given case and therefore processes can be easily optimized.

Picture 1 - Order Overview

Picture 2 - Order Detail
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Picture 3 - Order Detail 2

Picture 4 – Order Detail 3
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ADDED VALUE
"Time savings, less errors, production data readily available, real-time comparison of machine and
production data. Simply having the right data in the right place is the key to savings for us," says
Jiří Anděl - MTC programmer.
Other benefits are undoubtedly the unlimited number of users and any number of displays. Also, the
variability of the system, which in practice means that currently the employees themselves say what
they need to see on the screens during their shift. Due to the large amount of data at some stations,
multiple screens flash on a single monitor at a certain time interval.

Picture 5 - Specific wiring in production

For the development department, the biggest plus is the development environment, which is very
open and basically everything can be created or added according to the needs of users. mySCADA can
also be easily connected with other ERP systems of the company, with NPM packages (scripting), etc.

CONCLUSION
The new system saves time and costs. By controlling production in real time and reporting the data
obtained, the company is able to correct errors in certain areas much more efficiently than it was under
the old system, when the risk of poor production was really high. Now, production is virtually errorfree, saving costs in the millions.
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